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We also believe that having a new fleet of aircraft sets us apart from most other low- fare airlines. On
Wednesday, JetBlue increased its price range as buy orders flowed in from its road show. Due to our low
fares, our yields during this period were lower than all but one of the major U. To conclude, going public is a
crucial decision for a company. HealtheTech designs hand-held medical devices and software for the
measurement and monitoring of patients' vital signs. Our location at JFK also affords us a competitive
advantage over airlines that operate through LaGuardia and Newark Airports, both of which have fewer
runways, smaller facilities and greater domestic passenger traffic than JFK. Trailing EPS supplied Exhibit 3;
Leading EPS adjusted for increased earnings and newly issued shares F IGURE 1 Total Capital Multiple The
total capital multiple company comparison figure 2 utilized published figures from all low-cost carrier airlines;
the sample size for this comparison was the largest of the comparable companies analysis methods. In recent
years, airline passengers have become increasingly dissatisfied with airline travel due to flight delays and
cancellations, overbooking of flights, complicated fare structures, mishandled baggage and lack of customer
care. There are three main methods o price the stock priceâ€”free cash flow to equity method, free cash flow
to firm method and relative valuation techniques. The method of comparable involves using a price multiple to
evaluate whether an asset is relatively fairly valued, relatively undervalued, or relatively overvalued in relation
to a benchmark value of the multiple. Here we can set the WACC 9. We also generated an operating margin of
8. It has gained market share despite the recession and the woes of Sept. However, our low fares together with
our high qualilty service offering enabled us to generate a load factor the percentage of aircraft seating
capacity actually utilized of  Relative valuation is used to complement DCF analysis. Treasuries 5. Our low
operating costs enable us to offer fares that are low enough to stimulate demand. For example, before going
public, some prerequisites should be fulfilled, and those prerequisites are complicated and costly. Factors that
contribute to our low operating costs include low distribution costs, our highly productive workforce and our
new all Airbus A fleet. Capital expenditures estimates are based on information presented in JetBlues I. We
focus on serving underserved markets and large metropolitan areas that have high average fares, and we have
a geographically diversified flight schedule that includes both short-haul and long-haul routes. However, the
median figure is still conservative as it is below the 2. For instance, going public could be easy for the
company to access to capital market to raise capital via equity, debt or convertible securities. Our competitors
and potential competitors include major U. CEO Johnson Y. Company Description JetBlue is a low-fare,
low-cost passenger airline that provides high-quality customer service primarily on point-to-point routes. The
I. Schill, Case Studies in Finance pp. More from MarketWatch.


